Year 3 Autumn Term: Life in Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age Britain
English

Maths

Science

This term, we will use these texts to inspire and
support our learning. We will develop our
comprehension skills and develop our writing using a
range of genres.

As mathematicians, we will learn about place
value in 3 digit numbers and develop our skills of
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
We will also master our problem solving and
reasoning skills within these areas.

As scientists, we will learn all about light and
explore darkness, reflections and shadows.

Geography
As geographers, we will learn about
the major cities of the UK and also
about some rivers of the UK.

We will also learn about forces and magnets and
discover how magnets work.

History

Art

D&T

As historians, we will learn how
food, farming changed across the
Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages and we
will use our understanding of
chronology to make links and spot
contrasts.

As artists, we will appreciate the
work of local sculptor, Saffron
Waghorn. We will work with her to
understand mark making in clay and
create Stone Age pots.

As design technologists, we will
explore how people of the Bronze
Age used materials to make purses.
We will design and evaluate our
own Bronze Age bead pouch.

Computing

RE

In computing, we will use
skills and knowledge to
create an E-book about a
super-Hero. We will also
make a Keynote presentation
entitled ‘What is a
computer?’

The RE theme is Why
Remember? We will
consider Mary. Whys is
Mary such an important
part of the story?

Music
As musicians, we will learn
about singing in pitch and
performing in unison. We will
also investigate pitch and
performance using
instruments.

RSHE

PE

Jigsaw themes are: Good to
Be Me and
Celebrating Difference

As sports people, we will
learn and practice skills
needed for ball games and
gymnastics.

